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Abstract: The utility of land cover maps for natural resources management relies on knowing
the uncertainty associated with each map. The continuous advances typical of remote sensing,
including the increasing availability of higher spatial and temporal resolution satellite data and data
analysis capabilities, have created both opportunities and challenges for improving the application of
accuracy assessment. There are well established accuracy assessment methods, but their underlying
assumptions have not changed much in the last couple decades. Consequently, revisiting how
map error and accuracy have been performed and reported over the last two decades is timely,
to highlight areas where there is scope for better utilization of emerging opportunities. We conducted
a quantitative literature review on accuracy assessment practices for mapping via remote sensing
classification methods, in both terrestrial and marine environments. We performed a structured
search for land and benthic cover mapping, limiting our search to journals within the remote sensing
field, and papers published between 1998–2017. After an initial screening process, we assembled a
database of 282 papers, and extracted and standardized information on various components of their
reported accuracy assessments. We discovered that only 56% of the papers explicitly included an
error matrix, and a very limited number (14%) reported overall accuracy with confidence intervals.
The use of kappa continues to be standard practice, being reported in 50.4% of the literature published
on or after 2012. Reference datasets used for validation were collected using a probability sampling
design in 54% of the papers. For approximately 11% of the studies, the sampling design used could
not be determined. No association was found between classification complexity (i.e. number of
classes) and measured accuracy, independent from the size of the study area. Overall, only 32%
of papers included an accuracy assessment that could be considered reproducible; that is, they
included a probability-based sampling scheme to collect the reference dataset, a complete error matrix,
and provided sufficient characterization of the reference datasets and sampling unit. Our findings
indicate that considerable work remains to identify and adopt more statistically rigorous accuracy
assessment practices to achieve transparent and comparable land and benthic cover maps.
Keywords: land cover mapping; benthic cover; sampling design; validation; remote sensing;
error matrix
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1. Introduction
Maps are an important tool for natural resources management, particularly for activities like spatial
planning, monitoring ecosystem changes, ecosystem services evaluation, and habitat conservation.
Any map is a model—a simplification of reality—[1,2], and as such it has an associated error.
Estimating this error or assessing the accuracy of a map is not only important to evaluate classification
methodologies and sources of uncertainty, but is key to assess if a map is fit for purpose [3]. Lack of
knowledge on map accuracy can have serious consequences for environmental monitoring (e.g., carbon
accounting) [4], including economic implications [5] and increased uncertainty in environmental
modeling [6]. We should go one-step further and understand that even if a map has an associated
statement of accuracy, its utility is still compromised if the methods and information presented are
insufficient to reproduce the accuracy assessment.
The accuracy of maps produced from remote sensing methodologies is influenced by multiple
factors such as the choice of data classifier [7–10], site-specific characteristics [11], and the selection of
the training data for the classification [12–15]. Nevertheless, the primary driver of the final statement
of accuracy, besides work’s validity and reproducibility, is how the assessment is implemented [16].
Indeed, recent research has shown that overall accuracy can vary by up to 40% due only to random
variation in the choice of training and validation sets [17]. In the past two decades, the remote sensing
community has undertaken important efforts in developing a set of guiding principles for accuracy
assessment [1,18–24], which were initially focused on land cover mapping, but have been more widely
adopted to other applications (e.g. coral reefs, change detection). Currently, it is widely accepted that
for a map to have a statistically rigorous estimate of accuracy, the assessment should be performed using
an independent reference dataset collected through a probability sampling design. Moreover, “good
practice” guidelines recommend the use of an error matrix and relevant per-class metrics [20,25] to
estimate accuracy, and confidence intervals to quantify precision.
Despite significant evolution in the topic (e.g., [26–29]), major problems remain around
implementation of accuracy assessments [27,30–34]. There are several concerns in relation with the
metrics used to report accuracy [32,35,36]. Metrics such as kappa coefficient have been demonstrated
to provide redundant information, along with being possibly based on incorrect assumptions [35].
Quantification of uncertainty for accuracy metrics is not well implemented, and accuracy is often not
reported together with any sort of dispersion measures (e.g., variance, confidence intervals) [16,17].
There is also critique about the non-spatial nature of the error matrix and that overall accuracy as a
single measure does not represent how accuracy varies in space [11,37,38] or explain spatial patterns
that are visible in the map. Debate is found around what should be the appropriate spatial assessment
unit to evaluate accuracy (i.e., pixels, cluster/block of pixels, and/or polygons) [39] and the effects
that different sampling designs (e.g., sample distribution of sampling units and sample size) might
have on accuracy and precision [25,40,41]. There are important issues as well with the labelling of
the reference data and in general with the quality of the validation data used [41]. In addition to
methodological challenges, one major deficiency in accuracy assessments is that they tend to be poorly
documented. The lack of transparency along with shortcomings in a rigorous evaluation is a cause of
concern; particularly with increasing sophistication and automation of remote sensing analysis for
delivery of spatial data products and information services based on these across multiple disciplines
and applications.
Recent developments in remote sensing, as well as continued influence from the fields of statistics
and machine learning, offer potential solutions to some of the unresolved issues regarding accuracy
assessment. In particular, the abundance of higher spatial resolution imagery and different satellite data
types have implications for the type and quality of reference datasets and how they are collected [42,43].
For instance, the abundance of higher resolution imagery can facilitate more practical collection of
reference data through probability sampling designs, as opposed to in situ data collection, which can
present logistical challenges due to issues like access and cost.
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While new directions in remote sensing offer potential solutions, at the same time they have
created a need for improved methods to evaluate map error [44–46]. Increasing complexity in
image classification workflows (e.g., time-series, object-based image analysis and machine learning
methods) might mean that the suitability of the “traditional” pixel based error matrix is limited [47–49].
Examples include fusion of multiple satellite data sources of spatial and spectral resolution, and the use of
methods (e.g., ensemble learning methods) that use internal measures of accuracy (e.g. cross-validation)
to refine and learn classification algorithms. Although much work has been done to improve the
calculation and interpretation of accuracy assessment measures, the underlying premise of current
methods was established many decades ago and has not changed. Current methods with the error
matrix at its core were mostly developed when only a limited range of sensors and classifiers were
available; and regional- to global-scale maps were done with (much) coarser spatial resolution data (e.g.,
1 km2 pixels) [21,23] and most studies were undertaken in small geographical regions (<5000 km2 ) for a
single point in time. Certainly, the field of accuracy assessment has achieved important methodological
developments. Nonetheless, it should continue to evolve and improve to satisfy the need for scientific
credibility, which might imply, among other things, eliminating bad practices [50] and higher standards
for providing information to contextualize accuracy results.
In line with a recent set of criteria described by Stehman and Foody [50] regarding how to perform
and report accuracy assessment, we examine reproducibility and transparency in published accuracy
assessments over the last two decades. For accuracy assessments to be defined as reproducible they
should include an error matrix, a probability-based sampling scheme to collect the reference dataset,
and a detailed characterization of the reference datasets and sampling unit. All these core elements
should be well documented (i.e. verifiable and adequately explained) for an assessment to be defined as
transparent. From the perspective of natural resources management, reproducibility and transparency
are particularly important, because they provide the context for comparing maps, evaluating their
differences and change through time, which is key to inform management decisions.
There have been recent calls to improve the reporting of accuracy for both thematic and change
detection maps produced through remote sensing analysis, to make it more suitable to new classification
methods and increasing reporting transparency [20,31,50,51]. Previous works that have reviewed land
cover map accuracy have mostly focused on analyzing the effect of different classification methods
and data types on map accuracy [8,9,52] or have reviewed accuracy assessments only for object-based
classification approaches [49]. To our knowledge, there has been no recent comprehensive review,
based on a quantitative literature review, of trends in accuracy assessment for remote sensing derived
maps and how accuracy is reported. Our aim is to present a synthesis of how accuracy is being reported
by remote sensing practitioners in the last two decades. In this paper, we do not focus on producing
new methodological recommendations, rather we seek to provide new data and perspectives as to
what we might need to address to continue to adapt and improve accuracy assessment in the field of
remote sensing.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Search Strategy and Article Selection
We carried out a systematic search for peer-reviewed literature articles in the Web of Science
that included the following terms/strings within their abstract, title or keywords: thematic map*
and accuracy assessment, landcover map* and accuracy assessment, map* and accuracy assessment,
segmentation and accuracy assessment, object-based image analysis and accuracy assessment, error
matrix and accuracy assessment, confusion matrix and accuracy assessment, remote sensing and
accuracy assessment, map validation, using “OR” to combine the terms. We limited our search to
papers published in English between the years 1998–2017. We chose 1998 as a starting point because
that year was when the seminal work by Stehman and Czaplewski [18] on the principles of thematic
map accuracy was published. Although methodological aspects of accuracy assessment were outlined
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Figure 1. Flow diagram outlining the publication selection process and actions to include in the database.
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2.2. Data Extraction and Analysis
We extracted and standardized data on different features of accuracy assessment, including
imagery used for the analysis, number of classes, response design, sampling design, accuracy metrics
reported, and presence/absence of a confusion matrix. We also gathered information on the size of the
study area mapped and the location. We classified the data into different categories for each feature to
quantify the usage of each of these in remote sensing studies. The complete set of features and the
categories used for the standardization is provided in Table S1.
We applied the following constraints to how the features were extracted:
To avoid pseudoreplication of methods within one selected study, we recorded data for only
one classification result. Typically, papers that report on multiple classifications use one consistent
methodological approach and often the same reference dataset applied to multiple classifications.
Therefore, in such instances we included only the result from the best overall accuracy (assuming
that the best performing classifier will be the one used for any further mapping). For papers that
presented maps for multiple years, we included only the classification accuracy that corresponded to
the reference data, which was usually the most recent year. In the case of change detection studies,
when available we reported the accuracy of the change map, or if this was absent we reported on the
results from the most recent map (in the case of post-classification comparison). Hereafter, we refer to
each classification experiment per study area as a case.
Numerical results which were not explicitly stated in reviewed papers were not calculated by
us. For instance, we did not estimate the overall accuracy from confusion matrices. There were two
exceptions to this rule. For studies in which the number of sampling units were only given per class,
we calculated the total number of validation units. The second exception was for the size of study area:
We used the area in km2 reported by the World Bank database [54] in cases where the study area was
sufficiently well delimited (e.g., in the case of countries or continents), or in the case of landscapes,
we estimated the area from the map if a sufficiently clear scale was provided.
Once the data were extracted and standardized, we evaluated if the accuracy analysis reported
in the paper could be considered reproducible. To be considered reproducible, we required that the
accuracy assessment included the following elements: i) a complete error matrix; ii) a clear reference to
the validation data used; and iii) a probabilistic sampling design. If any of these elements was missing,
the case was classified as not reproducible. Studies were also considered not reproducible when they
reported the three elements but one or more of them were deficient in detail (e.g., deriving a validation
dataset from an unreferenced source).
We quantified the percentage of cases that included or satisfied each element that we extracted
from the reviewed literature (e.g., percentage of cases that included an error matrix). We also calculated
the mean + (SD) of overall accuracy for a number of the categories we extracted from the literature
(e.g., number of classes, number of validation samples, study site area). We investigated these elements
in relation to spatial scale, as the size of the study area usually constrains several aspects of the remote
sensing analysis such as the ease of collecting ground truth data, which have implications for accuracy
assessment. We grouped studies into four scale categories based on the size of the study area mapped
and the focus of the study: landscape (less than 8000 km2 ), regional (less than 100,000 km2 ), continental
(studies performed at the continental level), and global. To test if increasing the number of sampling
units could have a positive influence on accuracy, we performed a correlation analysis between the
accuracy and the number of sampling units. We also applied a correlation analysis between accuracy
and the number of classes to test if overall accuracy decreases as the map’s complexity, evaluated as a
number of classes, increases.
3. Results
The database of 282 papers (Table S2) we compiled included studies from 66 different countries,
published in 60 remote sensing or natural resources management related journals (Figures S1–S3).
Broadly, the studies varied widely in the level of detail provided about the map validation process,
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Figure 3. Type of accuracy assessment metrics reported at the different scales category. OA = overall
accuracy, K = kappa, U = user’s accuracy, P = producer’s accuracy, R = correlation, Ka = allocation
accuracy, K = kappa, U = user’s accuracy, P = producer’s accuracy, R = correlation, Ka = allocation
disagreement/and or quantity disagreement, Other = other accuracy metrics (e.g. F1 -score, OOB, Tau).
disagreement/and or quantity disagreement, Other = other accuracy metrics (e.g. F1-score, OOB, Tau).
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those cases, authors mentioned the use of regions of interests (ROIs) to gather reference data, usually
in homogeneous areas, but then presented an accuracy assessment based on single pixels.
Table 1. Percent of cases for each type of sampling validation unit.
Type of Reference Sampling Unit
Pixel
Pixel cluster
Polygons
Field plots
GPS points
Map correlation
Unclear

Description

Percent of Cases

Single pixel collected from higher or similar
spatial resolution imagery
Group of pixels pixel collected from higher or
similar spatial resolution imagery to match
coarser resolution imagery
Group of pixels, usually of irregular shape and
number of pixels
Data collected in the field, using an area-based
sampling unit
Point data collected using a GPS device
Direct comparison with a map regarded as
more accurate
Information on sampling unit was either absent,
incomplete or contradictory.

35.2

11.3
5.3
10.3
22.3
2.7
13

In general, we found no relationship between the size of the study area and the number of
sampling units used in the accuracy assessment, independent of the type of validation unit used or the
scale of analysis (Table 2). Figure 4 provides an indication that cases using pixels as the spatial units of
the reference data tended to have higher accuracies and a higher number of sampling validation units,
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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than those based on field data.

Figure 4. Relation between the reported overall accuracy and the number of sampling units in the
Figure 4. Relation between the reported overall accuracy and the number of sampling units in the
reference dataset for studies using field data (GPS points and field plots), pixels and pixel clusters,
reference dataset for studies using field data (GPS points and field plots), pixels and pixel clusters,
and polygons (refer to Table 1 for detailed definitions).
and polygons (refer to Table 1 for detailed definitions).

3.4. Relationship between Accuracy and Classification Characteristics (Number of Classes and Type of
Satellite Data)
We estimated that the average number of map classes in our sample was 21.9 classes +10.2. The
number of classes did not increase with the study area size, having similar values from landscape to
global scale (Table 2). Contrary to what is often expected accuracy did not decrease as the number of
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Table 2. Main features extracted grouped by study area size categories.
Study Area Size
Categories
(n) *
Landscape
(n = 92)
Regional
(n = 26)
Continental
(n = 36)
Global
(n = 10)

Mean Overall
Accuracy
(± SD)

Median
Number of
Sampling Units
(IQR)

Maximum
Number of
Sampling Units

Minimum
Number of
Sampling Units

Mean Number
of Classes
(± SD)

76.8 ± 14.8

250 (490)

315869

29

24.6 ± 9.0

82.9 ± 13.4

404 (805)

30000

33

19.5 ± 10.3

79.0 ± 12.0

1023 (2270)

378878

86

18.0 ± 11.3

80.6 ± 11.6

2858 (69765)

30000000

102

18.4 ± 10.9

* n refers to studies that report sampling units. Description of the study area size classification is provided in the
Method section.

3.4. Relationship between Accuracy and Classification Characteristics (Number of Classes and Type of
Satellite Data)
We estimated that the average number of map classes in our sample was 21.9 classes ± 10.2.
The number of classes did not increase with the study area size, having similar values from landscape
to global scale (Table 2). Contrary to what is often expected accuracy did not decrease as the number of
classes increased, and we did not find any significant trend between classification complexity and the
overall accuracy (r = 0.09, n = 228, p = 0.14) (Figure 5).
We did not find any strong evidence that the resolution of image datasets used in the mapping
process or the type of reference data had an effect on overall accuracy (Figure 6). There is only
weak evidence for this effect, with pixel-based reference data tending to have a wider range and
higher median value of overall accuracy compared to cases that used field-based data as reference.
Lower accuracy values using field data at any spatial resolution might indicate the difficulties found
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Figure 6. Overall accuracy grouped by the type of image dataset according to spatial resolution used
in the classification process, for different types of reference datasets based on (a) field data validation
in the classification process, for different types of reference datasets based on (a) field data validation
(field plots and GPS) and (b) image-based validation data (single pixels, pixel cluster, and polygons).
(field plots and GPS) and (b) image-based validation data (single pixels, pixel cluster, and polygons).
High refers to less than 10 m pixel size, Medium 10–30 m pixel size, and Coarse refers to images with
more than 30 m in pixel size.

4. Discussion
4.1. Implications for Lack of Reproducibility and Transparency
Castilla [31] speculated that if accuracy assessments from a random sample of papers were
scrutinized, the majority of them would be deficient in context of sampling method, definition of
the reference datasets, and flaws in how accuracy metrics were calculated. In this research, we have
provided data that supports this idea. By reviewing the elements of accuracy assessment in a
sample of studies published during the past two decades we found that most papers did not provide
sufficient detail on how accuracy assessment was performed. The main deficiencies identified were the
characterization of the reference data in terms of description of sampling unit and reference data source,
the absence of a probability sampling design, and the absence of an error matrix. While there have been
improvements in the last decade, particularly with respect to publishing of error matrices, studies tend
to include statements of accuracy without including all the necessary information to make accuracy
assessments reproducible. This lack of transparency in reporting creates credibility issues, hinders
the possibility to compare maps, and ultimately constrains utility of maps. Moreover, publishing the
set of elements to make accuracy assessment transparent and reproducible is important to provide
remote sensing scientists with the information required to evaluate the reliability of new methods and
modeling techniques.
The notion of accuracy is a well-established concept among remote sensing practitioners [1,22]
and although protocols that ensure scientific credibility of mapping results are well developed [20],
their implementation is still limited. Full explanation for this behavior will require further study
involving survey techniques and interviews with remote sensing scientists. Nevertheless, it is more
important to point out, as mentioned by [31], that if there is demand from editors and reviewers to
report all the necessary elements to make the accuracy reproducible, it is highly likely that this behavior
will change, even in the near future.
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Our aim in this work was not to provide a new set of guidelines or methods for accuracy assessment
(for this the reader is to refer to Stehman and Foody [50]), but to identify trends in its reporting and
urge for careful reporting in those areas that we found deficient. Thorough reporting is particularly
important in the context of natural resources management. Without it, comparison between maps
that use different methodologies to estimate area or change of resources through time is invalid.
In this regard, making the reference data available online, along with all the necessary information
for the accuracy assessment, would greatly contribute to future monitoring efforts. Moreover, it will
provide decision makers with all the information to evaluate the validity and therefore utility of
the spatial data that are being provided. Given the current use of spatial platforms as sources of
validation data (particularly via large corporations like Google and Microsoft) and the availability
of data repositories [43,55], depositing data online for it to be used by other scientists should be
common practice.
4.2. Overall Trends in Features of the Accuracy Assessment: Error Matrix, Metrics, and Type of
Validation Dataset
With respect to accuracy assessment metrics, we discovered that almost half of the studies report
accuracy using overall accuracy, user’s, and producer’s, which have been recommended as the primary
accuracy metrics [20,36]. It was somewhat a positive result that only about 10% of the reviewed
published literature, did not include any measures of accuracy. Discouragement in the use of kappa
has had little impact, and the uptake of allocation disagreement has been limited. Multiple metrics
have been, and probably will be proposed as accuracy reporting evolves to be spatially explicit [37,56].
The suitability of different metrics will depend on the specific research question [36]. Nevertheless, it is
key that whichever metric authors chose to report, the motivation and explanation of the statistic
used, including how it was calculated, should be clearly stated. This will allow the reader to have an
adequate interpretation of the accuracy in the study.
The error matrix is the core tool of accuracy assessment analysis, and its inclusion in publication
provides key information on the context and validity of the accuracy result. By reviewing the error
matrix of a map, it is possible to tell whether the overall accuracy has being unduly influenced by a
particular class (one that is either harder or easier to map than other classes). For example, a common
strategy to “boost” overall accuracy is to increase sampling within easier to map classes (usually
spectrally homogenous areas). We did not find a trend of higher accuracy in cases that omitted reporting
the error matrix, so this is probably not an overly pervasive issue. Nevertheless, it is important that
studies publish an error matrix so a proper assessment of ‘map relevance’ [50] can be made by readers
and users. It is encouraging to see that during the last decade about 70% of the published papers
reported the error matrix, hopefully, this tendency towards increasing transparency will continue.
The use of field data as reference data source has decreased over time, being replaced by
interpretation of high spatial resolution imagery, and we suggest that it is likely that this trend will
continue. It is noteworthy that in our sample, studies that use pixel based reference data tend to have
larger sample sizes and higher overall accuracy (Figure 4) than studies using field based reference data.
This could be an effect of using smaller plots than pixels, which have been reported to underestimate
accuracy [6]. Nevertheless, if this is the norm and given the current trends, there should be mechanisms,
which safeguard that image interpretation results are as much as possible consistent and reliable.
Moreover, when compared with reality on the ground, discrete classes might not be meaningful, and as
image interpretation is a subjective process [41,57], careful protocols are needed to avoid introducing
errors in the labelling of reference data.
We found that sampling variance is seldom reported, despite being common practice in statistical
and machine learning literature, and the fact that it has long been recommended for accuracy
assessment [58] and shown to be critical for remote sensing applications [12,17]. Potential explanations
for not reporting confidence intervals are hard to elucidate, but they might range from logistic
constraints (e.g., cost), complexity in the calculation, or just because the fact that it is not common
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practice. Whatever the cause, the consequence is that accuracy metrics are viewed as an absolute
number, without any context or associated error, which further promotes the notion of accuracy targets
that in many instances are unrealistic or unachievable [30]. The increasing use of readily available high
resolution imagery as reference data [55] should lift some of the traditional constraints of acquiring
field data [50], which could be an opportunity to reinvigorate the need for reporting of variance and
estimation of sample size, and the use of probability sampling designs.
4.3. Other Aspects of Accuracy that are Relevant for Natural Resources Management: Reference Sample Size
and Number of Classes
In natural resources management it is a common concern among practitioners as to whether the
number of sample units is adequate, or if more sampling effort is needed to produce a “good” map. It is
a valid concern as field data collection is costly and constrained by practicalities. For instance, reef data
collection is restricted to areas accessible by boats or in the case of forest mapping many hours/days
are required to reach some remote mountainous areas. For desktop based studies, resources are also a
limitation, as generating validation data through image interpretation is a time consuming process.
We did not find any relationship between the number of sampling units and overall accuracy (Figure 4),
but we did find a large variation in the reference data sample size. The number of sampling units
determines the precision of the accuracy estimate, so if accuracy assessments use an unbiased estimator
and follow probability sampling (which is not always the case), increasing the number of sampling
units should not increase overall accuracy. Nevertheless, the large variation in the number of reference
sampling units indicates that there is probably a wide range of variability in the precision of the accuracy
estimates in our sample. This highlights the importance of reporting variance alongside accuracy
measures [17], particularly when considering utility for management purposes. Moreover, accuracy
assessments should be “map relevant” in the sense that they should reflect the areal composition of the
study areas that are being mapped. In practice, sample sizes are determined by other criteria such
as accessibility or availability of resources, which could lead to the application of a non-probability
sampling design. Thus, we suggest that future work should look at the relation between the reference
data sample size and confidence intervals size.
When mapping natural resources, it is frequently assumed that accuracy will depend on the level of
detail extracted from the imagery, in combination with its pixel size. Anecdotally, many practitioners will
agree that as they increase the number of classes, they achieve lower accuracy results. However, we did not
find any trend between the overall accuracy and the number of classes, similarly to [59] for object-based
image classification (Figure 5). It is often expected that areas with fewer cover types can be classified more
easily than other more complex systems that have a higher amount of edge/mixed pixels [60]. We suggest
this is only true when considering a more complex classification scheme within the same classification
system (i.e., same imagery, training and reference datasets, and classification process). Indeed, Yu et al.
2014 [52] found only a partial or weak relationship when different hierarchy levels were taken into account,
and found no relationship between complexity and accuracy.
4.4. Limitations of the Review
The analysis of accuracy assessment presented here has limitations that constrain the scope of the
results. Although we are certain that our analysis was based on a representative sample, it must be
recognized that search strategies have a degree of subjectivity. Therefore, considering the large extent
of land cover mapping literature, we cannot rule out that a different set of keywords and combinations
could have resulted in a different sample of literature that could have had a higher or lower percentage
of papers being considered reproducible.
We provided a comprehensive perspective on accuracy reporting, in that we did not limit our
analysis to just the main journals within the field of remote sensing, or high impact factor journals, as is
often done. Also, by integrating information on both benthic and land cover maps our intention was to
give a broader perspective within the context of natural resources management. Thus, our sample
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included a wide range of reference data sources, methods, imagery combinations, sampling techniques,
and designs, etc. So although our paper includes literature outside the core remote sensing community,
it comprehensively surveys the wider community involved in remote sensing applications, which is
important as map production has become common practice in many disciplines.
Land and benthic cover classification are complex processes, thus multiple factors influence the map’s
accuracy. In this research, we focus on analyzing accuracy in relation with factors directly related with its
assessment. Thus, it was out of the scope of this work to analyze differences due to classification algorithms.
Although we recognize it is an important factor, reviews that have evaluated accuracy in relation with
classifier performance have found only small differences (<5%) between algorithms [8], and when allocation
of training and validation datasets are done simultaneously based on the same sampling design, indeed
the sampling design can have much greater impact than the algorithm chosen [17]. Therefore we do not
expect it to have a major influence in the interpretation of the results.
5. Conclusions
Whilst studies put significant effort on developing and presenting methodologies, far less attention
is usually invested into the accuracy assessment phase of the classification process. In this synthesis,
we focus on quantifying the quality of accuracy assessment implementation and reporting; providing
perspective on current practices. By analyzing the elements of accuracy assessment, we found out
that almost 70% of sampled literature were not adhering to recommended guidelines, and/or were
not providing sufficient detail to evaluate if the reported assessment was valid. Our results have
implications for practitioners (including editors and reviewers), who play a key role in improving
accuracy assessment reporting, but also for managers and policy makers who regularly need to judge
if maps involved in the decision making process comply with the minimum set of information to
evaluate quality. We elaborate further on what other authors have recommended and suggest that at
least, publications should a description or explanation of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Probability sampling design (including a map showing the distribution of the reference data).
An error matrix, that conveys proportional areas.
The sampling unit including the number of units used in the assessment, their type (i.e., single
pixels, pixel cluster, etc.); size, and in the case of field plots their shape and size.
Clear reference of the source of validation/training data; and where applicable a protocol or a
description of how the labels for the reference data was obtained.
The accuracy metrics with an adequate interpretation and a measure of sampling variance (i.e.,
confidence intervals, standard error, or standard deviation)
Report any limitations found within any of the elements of the assessment process, particularly
any deviations from the sampling design.

Finally, we encourage authors to publish, when possible, reference data online and any other supporting
information on how the analysis was undertaken (e.g., code). By including the abovementioned information,
we will certainly move towards increasing transparency and comparability of remote sensing-based maps
used in natural resources management.
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